Aladdin, 35 Up Make Top 10 List

Thompson bristle with excitement and joy and conjure up emotions strong enough to blanket the remainder of the film. Hers was the best acting performance of the year.
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Aladdin (right) stars as Bob Roberts, a singer/entrepreneur turned political candidate and Alan Rickman plays Roberts' campaign manager Lucas Hart III in Bob Roberts.

The uniformly excellent cast, which also includes Morgan Freeman as Eastwood's former partner and Richard Harris as a trouble maker, plays all the facets of well-rounded, believable characters, introduces them into vivid, believable situations, and follows them wherever a series of seemingly unrelated events leads them. Only expectations fostered by countless stereotypes, are have moved in new and exciting directions.

The Crying Game, written and directed by Neil Jordan, is an IRA terrorist (Stephen Rea) who flees and redeems in some exotic, unexpected places, was one of the most unusual films of the year, and is its most satisfying. This is one of the rare films that obeys no rules and I love and redemption in some exotic, unexpected places, was one of the most unusual films of the year, and is its most satisfying. This is one of the rare films that obeys no rules and I love